
Pool Board meeting Wednesday 7/19/23

Present: Janise, Dion, Jaime, Alex, Tracy, Todd

Called to order: 7:03 - Todd, Second - Dion

Cancel movie night tomorrow 7/20 because of bad weather.
Reschedule for 7/27.

- Christmas theme?
- Put out christmas lights?
- Tracy will put cancellation on Facebook page
- Todd - do we have Instagram account? He may have started one a few years ago

There have been 2 recent home sales in the neighborhood
- Should we send them a free 10 visit punch pass?
- Should we give them free use of the pool for the rest of the summer?
- Unresolved

- We need to get the addresses and decide on course of action

HOA of the greenspace behind Freedom
- Those houses at the end of Heatherridge could be members of the pool and may be

interested
- Shall we reach out to their HOA board and have the pool advertised?

Pool steps
- Top step cracked, handrail loose/broken
- Dion applied grip tape to top step as a very temporary solution
- Dion will get measurements and call the step place

Curtain requested for the toilet stall in the mens bathroom
- Jaime will purchase and install

Picnic table was purchased (by us) and assembled (by the guards). The two broken ones were
combined into 1 functional table, by the guards.

There are 6 large wasp nests in the shed.
- Unresolved

Todd ordered a shed from, maybe Rocky Mountain Sheds and Awnings. (about $2400)
- The place was burned down by the purple posse and went out of business.
- We don’t have to pay for the undelivered shed.
- Todd will order another shed
- Alex will keep and eye out for additional shed sales and e-mail if found



The drip line for the sprinklers is active and working well (Thanks Alex!)
- We need to continue to bury the lines to avoid vandalism
- Tracy has started burying lines, would welcome any help

Village green pool was dyed red a few weeks ago.
- Janise has a camera on the pool and hasn’t seen any suspicious activity
- Guards sometimes have meetings till 9:00
- Todd talked to Bode about not having friends come by that aren’t members of the pool if

they haven’t been invited by a member. He was accepting of that.

Amy, head of the guards says attendance is way down.

Pool/Deck resurfacing:
- Alex would like to start a conversation about deck resurfacing.

- Look at old numbers
- Find out what the needs are
- Get prices and at least 3 bids on what is needed
- See if we can get recommendations from Jon on who to call for bids
- Invite Jon to the next meeting August 16 - Todd
- Dion will forward the e-mail that we got last year, maybe a assessment of needs?
- We should talk about what we want in the pool re-vamp

- Different steps were mentioned
- Ladder styles
- Filters

- Jaime will run numbers and bring to next meeting so we can see how much may
be available in the capital fund

- We may need to wait 2-3 years before we have enough to saved up to replace
decking comfortably

- Its not currently a safety issue or leaking, that we know of

SPLASH
- Are they overpaid?
- Are there other options/competition?
- Is there a breakdown/itemized list or spending report from them?
- Can we request one for next meeting? Or over the winter?
- Unresolved

7:44 pm Move to adjourn - Janise, Second - Todd


